Abstract: Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks is a class of special wireless ad hoc network with the characteristics of high node mobility and fast topology changes. The Vehicular Networks can provide wide variety of services, range from safety-related warning systems to improved navigation mechanisms as well as information and entertainment applications. So lot of research work is being conducted to study the problems related to the vehicular communications including network architecture, protocols, routing algorithms, as well as security issues. In order to stimulate the 'beginners in research', here we present a paper on an overview of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks.
Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs)

Characteristics
VANETs have turned into an important research area over the last few years. VANETs are distinguished from MANETs (Mobile Ad hoc Networks) by hybrid network architecture, node movement characteristics, and new application scenarios. The major characteristics of VANETs are as follows 1. Rapid changing topology: Vehicles move very fast especially on highways. Thus, they stay in the communication range of each other just for several seconds, and links are established and broken fast. When the vehicle density is low or existing routes break before constructing new routes, it has higher probability that the vehicular networks are disconnected. So, the previous routing protocols in MANET are not suitable for VANETs. 2. Available Geographic position: Vehicles can be equipped with accurate positioning systems integrated by electronic maps. For example, GPS receivers are very popular in cars which help to provide location information for routing purposes. 3. Mobility modeling and predication: Vehicular nodes are usually constrained by prebuilt highways, roads and streets, so given the speed and the street map, the future position of the vehicle can be predicated.
Hard delay constraints: In VANETs applications, such as the collision warning or Pre-Crash
Sensing, the network does not require high data rates but has hard delay constraints, and the maximum delay will be crucial.
No power constraint:
Since nodes are cars instead of small handheld devices, power constraint can be neglected thanks to always recharging batteries. 
System Architectures
Related Protocols
Applications of VANETs
VANETs providing a wide range of applications (http://ebooks6.com/Current-Research-Issues-inVehicular-Ad-hoc-Networks-download-w13958.pdf, 2012) such as 1. 
